**Kashmiri Footballers (KFC) enter next stage in BPL**

Sydney, Jan 6: After a hard-fought battle, the Kashmiri footballers (KFC) yesterday entered the next round of the Big Bash League Premier (BPL), the second stage of the tournament, by defeating the Canberra XI in their opening match here.

The match, played at the Sydney Cricket Ground, was decided with a thrilling penalty shootout in which the KFC players emerged victorious by 5-4 against their Canberra counterparts.

In the match, KFC were 21/1 on their opening over and 24/2 on their second over. However, in the third over, they scored 142-1. In the fourth over, they scored 162-2. In the fifth over, they scored 182-3. In the sixth over, they scored 202-4. In the seventh over, they scored 222-5. In the eighth over, they scored 242-6. In the ninth over, they scored 262-7. In the tenth over, they scored 282-8.

In the meantime, the Canberra XI were 18/1 on their opening over and 22/1 on their second over. However, in the third over, they scored 42-2. In the fourth over, they scored 62-3. In the fifth over, they scored 82-4. In the sixth over, they scored 102-5. In the seventh over, they scored 122-6. In the eighth over, they scored 142-7. In the ninth over, they scored 162-8. In the tenth over, they scored 182-9.

The KFC players won the match by 5-4 in the penalty shootout, with a score of 0-2 in the overall match. In the penalty shootout, KFC players scored 5 goals and Canberra players scored 4 goals.

The KFC players were led by their captain, Mohammad Shafi, who scored 2 goals in the match. The other KFC players who scored goals were Mushtaq Ahmad, Firdous Ahmed, and Rouf Thoker.

The Canberra XI players were led by their captain, Aryan Grover, who scored 1 goal in the match. The other Canberra players who scored goals were Sanjukta, Varsha Rani, and NK Katoch.

**Jammu and Kashmir 1st semis held at Parade ground on Monday**

The Jammu and Kashmir 1st semis held at Parade ground on Monday.

**Shahroze Khan hit century as J&K beat Bank XI in PCC & 03 photograph**

Shahroze Khan hit a century as J&K beat Bank XI in the first semis of the ongoing inter-University Cricket tournament at Parade ground in Jammu.

The match took place on Monday, with J&K scoring 100 runs in 40 overs and Bank XI scoring 50 runs in 35 overs.

Shahroze Khan, who was the highest scorer for J&K, scored 100 runs in 100 balls with 14 fours and 2 sixes. He was dismissed by Rohit Sharma.

Rohit Sharma, who was the highest scorer for Bank XI, scored 60 runs in 60 balls with 4 fours and 2 sixes. He was dismissed by Shahroze Khan.

The match was won by J&K by 50 runs.

**J&K to face Railway XI in the second semis**

J&K will face Railway XI in the second semis of the ongoing inter-University Cricket tournament at Parade ground in Jammu.

The match took place on Monday, with J&K scoring 130 runs in 35 overs and Railway XI scoring 80 runs in 40 overs.

Shahroze Khan, who was the highest scorer for J&K, scored 70 runs in 70 balls with 10 fours and 1 six. He was dismissed by Rohit Sharma.

Rohit Sharma, who was the highest scorer for Railway XI, scored 50 runs in 50 balls with 5 fours and 1 six. He was dismissed by Shahroze Khan.

The match was won by J&K by 50 runs.
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